Rheometric study of the gelation of chitosan in aqueous solution without cross-linking agent.
A new process of formation of chitosan physical hydrogels in aqueous solution, without any organic solvent or cross-linking additive, was studied. The three conditions required for the physical gelation were an initial polymer concentration over C*, a critical value of the balance between hydrophilic and hydrophobic interactions, and a physicochemical perturbation responsible for a bidimensional percolating mechanism. The time necessary to reach the gel point was determined by rheometry, and gelations were compared according to different initial conditions. Thus, we investigated the influence of the polymer concentration and the degree of acetylation (DA) of chitosan on gelation. The number of junctions per unit volume at the gel point varied with the initial polymer concentration, i.e., the initial number of chain entanglements per unit volume or the number of gel precursors. The time to reach the gel point decreased with both higher DAs and concentrations. For a chitosan of DA = 36.7%, a second critical initial concentration close to 1.8% (w/w) was observed. Above this concentration, the decrease of the time to reach the gel point was higher and fewer additional junctions had to be formed to induce gelation. To optimize these physical hydrogels, to be used for cartilage regeneration, their final rheological properties were studied as a function of their degree of acetylation and their polymer concentration. Our results allowed us to define the most appropriate gel for the targeted application corresponding to a final concentration of chitosan in the gel of near 1.5% (w/w) and a DA close to 40%.